Minority recruitment at ND

Numbers are not important

Dr. Hans Kung:

Christ is 'soul' and 'challenge'

by Art Ferranti

Noted theologian and author Dr. Hans Kung, last night asserted that Christ is "soul" and "challenge" to the Church in a two hour lecture to a near-capacity crowd at St. Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium.

Dr. Kung, a citizen of Switzerland, drew his conclusion after a lengthy evaluation of church thought, beginning with a discussion of social changes in the world since he last spoke here in 1963. He commented that the most significant problem in the Church is a "definite lack of spiritual leadership." According to Kung, this lack is seen in the (parochial) "school crisis" and in the fact that five priests are now leaving the priesthood for every two seminarians ordained. He also held that "missions and the bishops differ on practically every major issue.

According to Kung, the Church's major problem is to determine "What is precious?" he asked. (The Catholic Church) recognize other religions, he asked, "Why do we have missions?"

Kung asserted that the "challenge" to the Church is to "realize that Christ was real as a person who lived approximately 2,000 years ago. Dr. Kung said that He was "prophetic," both to "liberal" and to "conservative" Catholics, nearer to God than "priests," and yet was not a priest, "freer than the academics in that He accepted invitations by any class of people," and "more revolutionary than revolutionaries."

Yet it is difficult to put Christ in any class of a revolutionary nature since He was definitely non-violent," Kung said.

Christ's message, said Kung, was that "the answer to this nation's problems is by being against either "change" or "growth." It is in the Christ of our dreams or the Christ of History?" So, he said, "Who and What is Christ?" To answer the above two questions on Jesus, Dr. Kung said that He "is the decisive factor between God and Man." But a Christian is a person who believes this.

Don Saraceno

The office, however, has no part in the recruiting of the Athletic Department. Wycoff calls the Athletic Department a "kingdom unto itself." Goldrick set up the organizational structure for the program which came to be called RAP (Recruitment Aid Program). The organization was created to recruit all minorities. This year, RAP is headed by Carl Ellison and Vanessa Childs.

observer insight

On campus, the Admissions Office asks students who come here in search of information. The recruiting session that NICHA held in October was sponsored by the Admissions Office, which picked up the food bill for the students. The office also helped arrange speakers for the meeting.

The Office has a member who specifically concentrates on the recruitment of minority students, Don Saraceno. Saraceno says, "I'm no huckster. I'm just inviting kids to come here. Of course, I'm prejudiced toward Notre Dame, but I also realize that this place is not what everyone wants."

During the past month, Saraceno took a two week tour, talking to high school students about Notre Dame. He visited the Southwest (El Paso, Tucson, Phoenix, etc.) where he spoke to many Chicano-populated institutions, including a school in Santa Fe which was 100 per cent Chicano. Included in his trip were stops at Indian reservations in Arizona and the Dakotas. Saraceno said that he was looking for students who were interested in Notre Dame. "I'm representing Notre Dame, not Whites or Blacks or Chicanos. I guess in this way Blacks and Chicanos are not lulled into a false sense of security--the security that comes to a Black assuming he will be surrounded by Blacks for four years."

got started in '68

The Admissions Office is comprised of six members, all of whom take these recruiting trips. Goldrick estimates that the members are all on the road for at least 4 weeks a year. The recruiting trips are broken up into geographical areas. Each member has a particular area. This way each high school can write to one person in the Admissions Office.

Goldrick mentioned that "we have requested the alumni if we might visit schools, but the alumni is inlever true. We generally write ahead, but the alumni is inlever true and it is the question of which schools we should recruit."

On these trips, the rule of thumb is to keep an eye out for good students, according to Saraceno. "In the back of our minds on these trips are those schools which always give us good students and secondly, chicanos and blacks."

Goldrick and Wycoff both emphasized the need for the past year to be reviewed. "There was a great deal of attention has been paid to students in the interest. Goldrick recapped the class of a revolutionary nature. The last time came to a head," according to Goldrick. "In 1968 when the Afro-American students presented their demands to Hesburgh. At that time we really got started into it."

Last year, Goldrick and Student Body President Dave Drashna set up the history of the minority recruitment at Notre Dame. "The issue came to a head," according to Goldrick. "As a matter of fact, Dr. Kung said, "the real movement in the foothills of revolution." (Continued on page 2)
Critics Roger Ebert to speak tonight

Roger Ebert, movie critic for the Chicago Sun-Times, will speak in the Flanner Hall Lounge on Wednesday, November 10, at 8:00 p.m. Time Magazine listed Ebert as a "cultural resource of the community." Time added: "The phrase, incidentally, is commonly critical; he is, not he disdainfully, "an enameled," as "from some outside theory of the world.

Born June 18, 1942, in Urbana, Ill., Ebert was in high school when he began his newspaper career as a reporter for the Champaign-Urbana Daily Illini. In 1960 he entered the University of Illinois and from 1961 to 1964 wrote a weekly column on the arts for The Daily Illini, the student newspaper. During his senior year, he was editor of the Illini and president of the Illinois Associated Press Association. While at the university, Ebert received the 1969 Illinois Associated Press first-place award for outstanding writing and the 1962 Illinois Associated Press first-place award for outstanding columns.

In solving this problem, Mastro d t P

In June, 1970, Ebert's first book, "Beyond the Valley of the Dolls," opened in theaters across the country. The film was, according to Ebert, "a camp, exploitation, horror musical." Ebert teaches a film criticism course in the fine arts program at the University of Chicago. Frequent guest speaker at universities, Ebert has lectured at Yale, Southern California, Northwestern and Northern Illinois.

Complaints about scheduling policy

Movie competition causes hassle

by Mike O'Hare

The simultaneous showing of the "Sterile Cuckoo" this past weekend marked the latest hassle in a series of problems concerning campus movies. This weekend's trouble stemmed from the fact that both the Knight of Columbus and the Finance Club showed the "Sterile Cuckoo" on Friday and Saturday nights.

Bob Walton of the Knights of Columbus, said that the trouble was caused by the bad practices of the movie distributor. He said that the K of C and ordered the "Sterile Cuckoo" last year but that the distributor sent the movie to the Finance Club anyway.

According to Walton, distributors normally do not send the same movie to a group of patrons until the first group has shown the movie. Because it would be a proposal to prevent a recurrence of problem, Walton wants campus movies to be handled through the office of the Vice-President of Student Affairs. He has often check with Fr. Blants office before ordering movies and thus guarantee that the same movie will not be shown by two different groups at the same time.

Steve Flood, President of the Finance Club, could not be reached for comment.

Walton wants campus movies to be handled through the office of the Vice-President of Student Affairs because he feels that it would be neutral. He felt that the Student Union may be prejudiced towards their own groups. Walton said that the Knights of Columbus ordered "Charly" last year but that the Contemporary Arts Commission showed the movie instead.

Brian Mastro, President of the Washington Maryland Virginia Office of the Contemporary Arts Commission, said that the CAC is part of the Student Union and it is allowed to regulate both Washington Hall and the Engineering auditorium on the same night.

Mastro feels that the geographic clubs are important and that they are not being treated fairly.

Other complaints include the fact that the CAC does not reserve for movies in April, yet

have not decided what movie will be shown. Mastro says that he has rarely received more than a few advanced notice in granting permission to show a movie. He says this prevents him from obtaining any big box office attraction, since those are reserved far in advance.

In solving this problem, Mastro advocates a lottery in determining what dates clubs should have their movies. He also feels that Fr. Shilling Assistant Director, and that the "Beyond the Valley of the Dolls," should be involved in this area. These factors, Mastro believes, would make the whole procedure in obtaining movies fairer.

Reidy says girls may use ACC tennis courts

Use of the indoor tennis courts of the Student Convocation Center by girls has been approved, according to St. Mary's Chaplain Fr. Reidy. This revelation was made at a Sexism incursion last in Augusta Hall.

Policy explained
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The discussion, one of a series, concerned itself with the role of women in Athletics, and featured ND Karate club coach Dennis Calahan as guest speaker.

"I was very pleased and excited to learn that the indoor tennis courts of the Student Convocation Center may be approved for use by St. Mary's girls," said Fr. Reidy, who was active in calling attention to girls' lack of tennis courts when he was president of the Convocation Center. "It has made me realize that there was no objection of this as of a few days ago."

Fr. Reidy expressed hope that this may set a precedent for use of the other facilities in the future.

Calahan, in his talk, claimed that karate was one sport at which a girl is at a distinct advantage. "While a man is more likely to display himself in a beastly manner, the charles Atlas type, a woman is more likely to be suited to perform with grace and finesse," Calahan said, adding that "karate is not a sport of muscle building but rather of muscle toning."

Discussion centered on the problem of women shyimg away from many sports for fear of losing their "feminine mystique" and becoming muscle bound. "It sounds very appealing to say "let's go jogging and really work up a sweat" as would it really work up the artistic expression of playing tennis," Fr. Reidy commented.

Fr. Reidy announced that he plans to organize a booth in the dining hall at St. Mary's to inform the students of activities available.

world briefs

INTERNATIONAL

New York—President Nixon, speaking at a Republican dinner here Thursday, said he still believes in a two-party system. A peace plan he has in sight would be imperiled if the Senate fails to restore the foreign aid program. Nixon said Congress agreed for not acting on his domestic programs.

Washington—A House subcommittee investigating the plight of Soviet Jews was told by a State Department witness that Jews in the Soviet Union have been "disarmed" of terror. Witnesses said they had their condition worsened in recent years. In testimony, its department spokesman said he was attempting to counter the impression that Soviet Jews were undergoing mass conversions.

United Nations, N.Y.—Three members of the six-man Chinese-Advisory Committee for the United Nations for the first time where they conferred with officials and met with other delegations. It was also announced Tuesday that the full delegation would arrive Thursday afternoon and would include two journalists who would open an office here.

New York—Unions whose members but wage increases during the freeze announced plans to make special claims to the pay board for exceptions from the retroactive adjustment restriction included in the wages freeze agreement. Washington—Congressional action on two bills designed to provide more than $1 billion for the training of more doctors, dentists, nurses and other professionals was completed when the House passed them and sent them to President Nixon. The bills authorize substantially more money than the President had asked for.
Labor threatened by Phase Two Program

Washington, Nov. 9-The Phase Two stabilization machine is now working overtime, President Nixon hoped it would: tightening the knot on future wage settlements and driving the pressure on unions to acquiesce in the government's settlements.

That has been the essential purpose of the whole complicated system of presidential commissions and councils created to manage the drive against inflation after Nov. 14. As its unhappy comments of labor suggested, the upper hands believe themselves the victims of a power play, but they see no easy way out of their predicament.

The President began, on Aug. 15, by quickly demonstrating the for the very idea of urgent government action to the tuned to a new administration, and one signed away any desire to "vote" the rulings of the pay board. He then appointed five public members whom he trusted to give expression to the public interest and not merely to accepted labor's proposal for non-governmental body regulate wages, and seized upon the wish to create a system in which the unions would participate, but not dominate, the decision-making but the posture of a disinterested referee.

The nominally autonomous pay board has allowed the President to smoothe out the machinery that is working the will. But that machinery was always recognized as merely the arena of struggle rather than the leader of the "wage" workers. In their first and probably most important confrontation over wage guidelines, and recent action has now compromised the numbers and the principles with which the government was to wage control, but Nixon has also advanced the cause of economic stability.

The 5½ per cent standard for future wage increases falls readily between 1½ and 6½ per cent figures aimed at by the government in its Lincoln administration. The concern about the sanctity of the 5½ per cent wage increases between the pledge of the honor most increases still due under old agreements. The government's concern about equity of sacrifice between organized and unorganized workers is now at issue. And with a decision to deny most retroactive increases claimed by the 90 days of total freeze on wages, prices and rents.

Winning the deferred increases while not in the retroactive adjustments gave the unions the larger of the two packages in money terms. But the labor leaders felt cheated because they thought most of the money earmarked for raises during the freeze represents a windfall profit for employers. They are also hailing to the precedent of allowing any portion of any contract.

And now labor finds itself with much of what it wanted, though not all. The financial reward of 15 votes against 5. What can it do to resist?

Meany is hard pressed, first because the ranks of labor may not be solid. The teamsters leader, Frank Fitzsimmons, is an uncertain ally, even inside the pay board. Moreover, many rank-and-file members may accept the claims of economy in the control area, even if the administration contends.

White House pleased, labor angered by new program

Washington, Nov. 9-The White House declared itself "optimistic" today over the progress of President Nixon's economic program, while George Meany and other labor leaders sharply denounced the wage policies declared last night by the pay board. But he then appointed five public members whom he trusted to give expression to the public interest and not merely to

"The Synod undoubtedly has a policy in the modern Church," said Bishop Alexander Carter of Canada, "but I do not think we can consider this the end of the Church and also on that of the Synod.

As Synod delegates prepared to leave for home after yesterday's interaction, however, it was evident that there is widespread disagreement among them on what this "impact" will be or even should be.

Many expressed discouragement over the conclusions that marked debates on celibacy and criticized the documents as emerged as "non-document," even as they saw these negative signs as evidence that the Synod is moving toward a more moving style of government.

Pope nhalts third Synod

Home, Nov. 7 - Pope Paul VI hailed the third Synod of Bishops today as a "certainly destined to have a great impact on the life of the Church and also on that of the world."

As Synod delegates prepared to leave for home after yesterday's interaction, however, it was evident that there is widespread disagreement among them on what this "impact" will be or even should be.
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**letters to the editor**

**Editor:**
I'd like to say that I think Miss Katie Connor's game is perhaps one of the best pieces that has ever found its way to the Observer's Editorial Page. I found extremely well written and intelligent. I think, too, that something should be said to all the women at Notre Dame who, Saturday afternoon the way she did, as well as all the students who didn't go to the game—you truly represent the good that makes Notre Dame a place to be proud you're from.

Sincerely,
Michael J. Murphy

**Editor:**
To John Barkett:
So you're tired of the Paretial issue, Barkett. I imagine Nixon's tired of the Vietnam issue, not that they are comparable, except perhaps the correlation between you and Nixon. Why don't you call a spade a spade? You have failed and you've made asses of out of the SLC, do you. Paretial students while doing it. But the important thing is to save your issue — now you're tired of the issue. You've declared the soft side of pacifism as the mature mode of responsibility.

You, Barkett, are irresponsible, as real responsibility lies in representing the students. They went along with your 'wait and see' policy and got kicked in the teeth. Now they want action from the article 'football leaders' and unfortunately, you are the main man. People elected you because they had other things to do and you said you had the time and inclination. But now you are tired! Well then, get out. You might get a great committee or successor secretary -/accountant, but you are no leader. Next time you band over and kiss somebody's posterior we don't want it to be representative. And each you do it to, more people are going to sack of the students and the people involved and enchanted in your haurcheracies; but the real students, who go to lunch and read about your misplaced responsibility.

You think you're tired now? Well just remember the students are sick and tired.

Glen S. Sorge
Senior, Alumni

**Dear Editor:**
As of last week we SMC women were notified that our presence in the ACC was not appreciated and would not be tolerated.

For the past five weeks we have been taking Karate there as full-fledged members of the Notre Dame Karate Club. We have paid our dues, purchased uniforms, and taken classes diligently. We put in a considerable amount of time there being treated as hard as any of the gentlemen.

Now, we are just supposed to very politely forget it and throw all our hard work right out the door. Who is going to reimburse us, if that is even possible? We can't understand why girls aren't going to be permitted to use the facilities of the ACC. Actually, we've never used any equipment and we never stepped foot inside a locker room, the only thing we utilize is the auxiliary gym floor, upon which we stand. Why should this cause any problem. We're only in there for an hour and a half three nights a week. What harm can this do? The invasion of the sacred grounds of the ACC by girls, what a dreadful thought! It hasn't done a damn thing to anyone.

Even though legal unification won't be accomplished for some time, better coordination at the facilities should be considered. Sure, the Rockne Memorial is open for swimming, but there are some people who would like to participate in something other than that, such as Karate. It's great activity.

If we SMC girls aren't Notre Dame students, as such, please explain the meaning of the insignia, "University of Notre Dame" on the left side of our identification cards. Doesn't this have any meaning? Why deny in a privilege that should be within our rights?

Sincerely,
Mary Beth Jones
Mary C. Caffrey
Susan M. Sarcone

**Editor:**
Re: "feearless bowl predictions". The name of this new bowl out west is the Fiesta Bowl.

W. Rowe Sergent
Arizona State University west

**The Phenomenon of Man: An Overview**

An expository illustrated slide - lecture on the thought & philosophy of Teilhard de Chardin

**Theology Department & Student Union Academic Commission Present**

**"The Phenomenon of Man: An Overview"**

**Wednesday, November 10, 8:00 pm**

**Library auditorium**

**Feel lost out of it... Find it at THE HIDEAWAY LOUNGE this week, we give you...**

**"The Robert's Brothers"**

Monday thru Saturday 8 pm till 3 am

**Wed. Ladies night, Ladies Free, Guys $1.00**

122 W. First Street
Downtown, Mishawaka
Annual fall Senior Weekend announced
by Bob Higgins
Roller Derby, the "Death March" on the last hurrah, and the Old Fieldhouse Pep Rally will highlight the annual fall Senior Weekend, Senior Class Treasurer Bill Schmidt announced Saturday, November 10.

The five day gala event opens tonight with the Roller Derby in the ACC arena which the Senior Bar will be open to officially kick-off the weekend. Schmidt encouraged all the seniors to attend the big contest between the Buy Bombers and the Jolters and then to congregate at the Senior Bar afterward. Women are also cordially invited.

Policy will be somewhat altered Thursday night as the Senior Bar will be open and is featuring a local rock group. The Chipped Lip will be open to those who wish to attend without a date. ( fireworks will be provided for "The Last Hurrah," which begins at 9:00PM and runs until 1 AM. The price is $1.50 for men and $2 for women. Refreshments in the form of 30 legs and music by two groups will be provided and included in the cost of admission.

The day of the game will find the Senior Bar open at 9:00 am with a 10 cents per beer special for the first hour. After the game, for those not attending the concert, the Seniors are offering the rare opportunity of seeing live professional wrestling. Senior Jim Bingle has obtained 150 tickets to the wrestling matches in Elkhart and all are invited to attend. The $3.50 price includes bus transportation, ticket, and refreshments on the bus.

Tickets for both the wrestling matches and "The Last Hurrah" will be available Wednesday and all day afternoons in tee Huddle from 12:10 and also those same nights in the Senior Bar. Although Schmidt said he could not "force any problems of turning away people from the Armory Party, as was necessary at An Tostal last year," he intended to sell tickets to that party in advance so that those who wanted to go could be assured admittance. "Tickets still can be purchased Friday night at the Armory," the Treasurer added.

Schmidt announced also that all seniors were invited to Ted Kubiak's on Sunday night to close the five day affair.

In answer to an inquiry about the weekend, Schmidt emphasized that the only event with profit possibilities is the party on Friday night. Although it is co-sponsored by the Cape Cod-Toledo-Kankakee Club, who paid for all the advertising, any profit made will be turned over to the Senior Class Treasury. Schmidt said out that "The boys from CTK are merely donating the advertising in order to demonstrate to the campus that they will be back in full swing following the football season."
**Film Mess**

The Student Union - The Imperial Caliphs of almost all the profitable entertainment we get to swallow on the playing fields of d u lac - generally takes care of its own. For example, when the Cultural Arts Commission wants to show a given movie X on given week Y, we will never see the Cape Cod Club or the Florida-Appalachia-Cuba club or the Grand Wizards of the Ku Klux Klan or any of the other duly accredited clubs show that same movie X on that same weekend Y. Or on the weekend before. Or on the weekend before that. The Union - which gives and denies license to show films on campus - would make sure of that.

Last weekend, simultaneously and within a thousand yards of each other, the Finance Club and the Knights of Columbus each showed "The Sterile Cuckoo," with Liza Minnelli. By itself, the film was genuine quality and hence a real risk to bomb on campus; in competition with itself, there wasn't a chance in the world. Both organizations took a bath.

Were organizations on campus set up to make money like the bijous and bistros in South Bend are, last weekend's competition would probably have been a healthy thing. But they aren't - they're set up to sustain their small memberships. If the Finance Club, for example, couldn't raise any money through activities like this last motion picture; then academic projects sure to lose money- things like field trips and guest lecturers- would be out of the question.

The Finance Club has none of the guarantees the Cultural Arts Commission has. The Finance Club can plan a project three weeks ahead of time; then see it blown up in its face as another organization schedules themselves to duplicate the same project on the same day.

Some people have suggested that the Union assign weekends on a first-come, first-served basis. It wouldn't take too long for an ambitious club to plan its next five years in advance, thereby shutting off any new clubs and dispatching a first-served basis. If the job is forced upon them, they tackle it by hiring someone or something else.

---

**Glen Corso**

**Applications**

The first ones arrived over the summer - bulging manila envelopes bearing imposing return addresses, Georgetown University Law Center, Catholic University of America, George Washington University, and Boston School of Law. You opened them, no mean feat since the person who sealed them shut must have had an awfully good tongue or a very wet sponge, and drew out an imposing packet of papers.

The first thing that caught your eye was the information bulletin. Usually about 100 pages long, it had a bright cover and glossy pages. The cover was an imaginative drawing of the law building, or some cute design. You opened it and read the very imposing message from the Dean stating how the law school is one of the most famous in the country and only accepts applicants of high moral character and outstanding academic achievement. In other words, if you had a 3.4 GPA and a 670 LSAT score, why you might consider your application.

Then you flipped through the catalogue, which proclaimed that particular law school as the greatest law school that absolutely ever was. Feelings of suspicion stirred through your mind, feelings that you had seen all this stuff before in a slightly altered version.

Then you remembered, that golden autumn afternoon when you opened up another catalogue with a bright cover and slick pages - it had pictures of a Golden Dome on every other page. Coming on the heels of that bit of nostalgia you remembered another interesting bit of information - what the place was really like as compared to what was in the catalogue.

A feeling of the dread stole over you then, numbing your brain and creating a knot in your belly. After a few minutes of indecisiveness, moments in which you considered the alternatives - a job, in a field which, at last count, had a million more people than there was room for, working for you or other, which caused a bigger knot and numbed your brain even more, or some other type graduate study, which made your eyes cross and left you with a brassay taste in your mouth, you set down the catalogue and shut it.

A fervent hope crossed your mind then - a hope that maybe other schools are different and maybe they all don't lie quite that badly in their admissions catalogue.

Your eyes caught another part of the packet - the biggest of the biggest - the application. You picked it up and flipped through its eight pages quickly, marveling at how long it must have taken the admissions committee to think up enough questions to fill eight pages to fill eight pages.

The first couple weren't too bad actually - your name, home and campus address and phone numbers, routine questions like that. As your eyes skipped down the page it got a little stickier though - 'Name people who had ever told you that a person with your ability was'... etc... etc... etc... You skipped the next couple of pages, until your eyes rested on this question: 'Explain in 25,000 words or less your reasons for wanting to study law, why you want to come to this law school, which is the greatest law school that absolutely ever was, who in your family has ever been a lawyer, your hobby, your father's hobbies, your mother's hobbies, what effect irrigation has had on agriculture in Southern California...'

You cried for a good long while after that, bewailing your lost youth and innocence, cursing the day you were born and swearing at all the people who had ever told you that a person with your ability was... etc... etc... etc... You resolved stiffened.

Then you filled the application out. By the way, a rumor is out, a rumor that says the LSAT scores are in today's mail - perhaps it is time for another cry.
The Observer
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randy sarton

The midwest blues festival: an itinerary

saturday night

One of the highlights of the Friday night concert will be Michael Cullen’s performance. Michael Cullen is one of the Milwaukee 14, and he has been active in the civil rights movement for many years. When he was a teenager, he was a member of the Black Panther Party. He was arrested for his involvement in the Milwaukee 14 case, and he spent time in prison. Since then, he has continued to be a leader in the civil rights movement.

Michael Cullen is known for his powerful voice and his ability to connect with his audience. He has a deep understanding of the struggles that people face in the United States, and he uses his music to speak about those struggles.

He will be performing at the festival on Saturday night. He is scheduled to perform at 8:00 PM. The festival is free and open to the public. All are welcome to attend.

Mike Cullen

life as a celebration

"I would believe only in a God who could dance." Nietzsche

"I think that we can dance. By God we're going to dance!" Mike Cullen

I often wonder what it might be like if one had the courage and/or the faith to accept the invitation to dance through life. If one only had the courage to realize that the ordinary can become the holy, that there are no special times or places only special people. If only we could accept ourselves to that holy power which could be used to transform everything, open ourselves to life as a gift to be enjoyed and most of all open ourselves to the certainty that everyone and every woman has a dignity and value which we can give proof to be experiences which we share with them. We rejoice in knowing that one more person has accepted the call to dance through life.

Dance, a symbol for life celebrated and enjoyed, a sacred existence. Fire is similar to dance, it is always moving, mystifying, and consuming what it touches. Those to can transform the fire into dance are indeed the mess of the spirit. Those who can transform the profane cost of numbed innocence, by the celebration and immolation of draft board files into a sacred occasion of dance are perceivers of a power which could be used to transform all of life. When a person realizes what a gift to him or her in him to dance, then he has discovered a gift to every living thing on which we can give proof of the sacredness, the holy by the celebration of all of life.

Michael Cullen is a 26-year-old native of Ireland. As a young man he considered becoming a missionary brother in Africa. At his trial Mike explained what this means to him, "I believe you are all halfway, I believe you have given proof of the sacredness, the holy by the celebration of all of life."

Michael Cullen has been active in the civil rights movement for many years. When he was a teenager, he was a member of the Black Panther Party. He was arrested for his involvement in the Milwaukee 14 case, and he spent time in prison. Since then, he has continued to be a leader in the civil rights movement.

He will be performing at the festival on Friday night. He is scheduled to perform at 8:00 PM. The festival is free and open to the public. All are welcome to attend.

Mike mckade

mike mckade

mike cullen

labor by singing light not for ambition or bread but for the struet and trade of charms on the ivory stages but for the common wages of their most secret heart
dyans thomas
IF YOU THINK EUROPE WAS CHEAP THIS SUMMER, YOU SHOULD SEE IT THIS WINTER.

$190


These are just some of TWA's low round trip fares for youths between the ages of 12 and 25.

Who knows how much longer they'll be in effect, so for more details call TWA.

And to help you save money when you're on vacation, send for TWA's new Getaway* Kit.

It's free and it will tell you where you can get...

BED, BREAKFAST AND SIGHTSEEING FOR ONLY $4.30 A DAY.

Only TWA offers you the Stutelpass.* It is a book of vouchers you can buy for 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. days for just $4.30 a day.

Each voucher entitles you to a bed, breakfast and sightseeing in 50 European Cities. No advance reservations necessary.

The kit also tells you where to...

RENT A CAR FOR JUST $3.65 A DAY.

In over 15 European Cities, you can drive a car all around the city for just $3.65 a day, plus gas and 4½¢ per kilometer.

And how to save money with...

SPECIAL SKI TOURS.

TWA has some of the lowest priced ski tours to Vail, Aspen, and Steamboat. Or if you want to ski the Alps, take a TWA tour. It saves you over 50% of the cost of travelling alone.

The kit also tells you how to get a...

GETAWAY CARD.

You'll receive an application blank. There's no minimum income requirement. And no yearly maintenance fee.

Use your Getaway Card to charge airfare, Stutelpasses, tours, almost everything. And then take up to two years to pay.

Now what's even easier than getting away for the holidays, is getting a Getaway Kit.

Just use the coupon.

---

TWA, P.O. Box 402, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Send all the information you have on bargain vacations in Europe and the U.S.A. to:

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip Code ____________________

*Special thanks to the Getaway Kit by TWA
London: new initiatives in N. Ireland?

His associates speak in even blunter, almost frightened terms, saying that direct rule would be a "betrayal" by the British government. What form direct rule may take remains uncertain. There is some discussion of a commission of Catholics and Protestants, appointed by London, to run Northern Ireland and plan a new government and constitution, possibly in three years time. Although the terrorist Irish Republican Army would oppose such a move—the IRA’s aim is unification now—the feeling among Catholic leaders is that the rank and file would support direct rule, as long as the Stormont parliament and internment end. John Hume, who has emerged as the most influential figure in the predominantly Catholic opposition, said: "The first and essential step, whatever the agreed solution to emerge from the current situation, must be the abolition of the present system of government.

Conaty was equally adamant: "Ending internment and abolishing Stormont would give us a chance to turn the community against violence. You can’t do that now. Stormont was the institution for most of the problems we have. And internment is a disaster. "If internment goes on through Christmas we’re going to have a terrible situation here," said Conaty, whose group set up protective barricades in Catholic ghettos during the 1969 riots. "Christmas is an emotive time and people will just want to rip away that barbed wire and free these men."

A total of 812 persons have been jailed in Northern Ireland since the imposition of internment on Aug. 9. More than half of the internees—476—have been released, and the remaining 406 are in custody.

Pope says: Synod destined for impact...

Another area of significance for the third Synod is its contribution to the evolution of the Roman Catholic Church toward a more decentralized system of government.

As far as decentralization is concerned, though, the Synod’s deliberations made it evident to everyone that in a pluralistic age there are many practical questions that cannot be settled on a universal level and that some institutions for delegating authority must be created.

On the other hand, when the Bishops ended up choosing two possible statements on the question of ordaining married men, a surprisingly strong minority of 87 Bishops endorsed a declaration that was not simply more liberal on celibacy, but specifically called for different policies in different situations.

On Wednesday, November 16, 1971
The Notre Dame team is being watched by many fans from the South Bend area. It is at a great game in New Orleans this week end, as it will be playing against the University of Oklahoma on the afternoon of the game.

The Notre Dame team will be playing against the University of Ohio on the afternoon of the game and will be playing against the University of Michigan on the afternoon of the game.

The Notre Dame team will be playing against the University of Ohio on the afternoon of the game and will be playing against the University of Michigan on the afternoon of the game.
In many ways, pro football is a game of emotion. It is a game of anger and joy, of a game of wild celebrations after big wins, and of the sadness and anger on the faces of those who most often experience these emotions, but then, so do the fans.

I remember, for example, playing on the Dallas Cowboys for five years now, and during this time I've experienced every kind of emotion. I've known the sting of defeat and the joy of victory, and I've felt that they were peaked out because of the team's success.

But I had the opportunity to play at the University of Oklahoma, where the team was playing some of its best games. The game was carried over the radio, but I didn't pay any attention to it until late in the season, and I became a Dallas fan midway through the 1967 season, and

I remember that Dallas had its first season in the playoffs--this time against Detroit. They won, so I know. And Dallas was a strong team with a 9-5 season, and they led the Browns to a landslide win. The game was towards the end of the season.

So I'm going to go out on a limb and say that I think Mike Mullen will be at the head of his class.
Basketball benefit Nov. 22

by Nadi Kane

The freshman and varsity squads will have their only pre-season basketball scrimmage at 8:00 p.m. in the Athletic and Convocation Center, Monday, November 22. People will be admitted if they donate non-perishable food, clothing or toys, which are scheduled to be distributed to the South Bend needy for Thanksgiving. For those who do not donate food or clothing, the admission charge is $0.25 cents for students and $0.50 cents for non-students.

A halftime program featuring University President Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, South Bend mayor Lloyd Allen, and the Boys Glee Club is tentative.

A Notre Dame-St. Mary's volunteer committee will manage the Thanksgiving charity benefit, which was initiated by Coach Richard "Digger" Phelps. South Bend businesses are being asked to donate money to the drive, and Mayor Lloyd Allen has proclaimed November 22 a city-wide Volunteer Services Day.

The volunteer committee obtained use of the ACC for "minimum costs" due to the "cooperation of the Sports Department and of Convocation Manager John Plouff."

Brayne said, "However, the final success of the drive, Brayne contended, "depends on student response." The committee will need volunteers to distribute the goods and usher or take tickets at the game. Students who want to help should contact Jim Brogan or the Student Government Office.

Theo. Lecture Tonite

The Student Union Academic Commission and Religious Education Department will host an illustrated lecture-seminar (series) on Teilhard de Chardin's "The Phenomenon of Man in the Library Auditorium on Wednesday, November 10 at 8:00 p.m.

The program will be presented by the Phenomenon of Man Project, Inc. (POM Project), a non-profit corporation from the Los Angeles area, formed in 1982.

The meal will include dishes from twelve countries. All are authentic national foods.

The appetizers include Chum Kani (shrimp Egg rolls—a Chinese dish) served chilled, bean sprouts, onions, shrimp, and seasonings, all batter fried and served with a hot mustard dip. The dining halls will also serve Tacos and an antipaste tray of cheese cubes, salami, onions, vegetables, pepper, carrots, celery and cocktail franks.

The entrées will be Fisch (fresh halibut steak) in Fickenser Sauce (Germany), Murgi Masala (Chicken Curry) from India, Seafoods (fresh fried shrimp, scallops and Vegetables Tempura (from the Japanese formulae); Pork Adoba (from the Philippines) and Kielbasa (sauce) from Poland.

Other countries represented by their national dishes will be Syria with Salat Khodar, a salad of lettuce, tomatoes, onion, and cucumber slices in olive oil; Greece: Baklava, a dessert of thin-layered dough with nuts; Israel: Halvah, candied, and Holland: Chocolate Nuts Tart (nut cake).

The lecture-seminar is a straightforward exposition of Teilhard's text, without interpretation or commentary or any attempt to relate it to any school of scientific, political, or religious opinion.

Responses from questionnaires distributed at each presentation indicate that its unique multi-faceted or "total" technique of communication has been remarkably successful. Men and women of all ages, all occupations and professions, high school grade schools, as well as doctors of philosophy, report that this lecture-seminar teaches them not only Teilhard's difficult book but an expanded perspective on the world in which both old knowledge and new ideas begin to fit together in constructive and challenging patterns.

Members of the committee include: Robert Baintner, Ph.D.,retch, Laura Keile, and director; Charles Geertz, nuclear engineer; Ben Lizardi, art director; and Ernest Tamminga, sociologist.

Teilhard, renowned among scientists for his paleontological contributions, died in New York City in 1955. During his lifetime, his writings were suppressed by his church, but since the publication of The Phenomenon of Man, his controversial theories have gained wide circulation throughout the world. Life Magazine described him as "the St. Thomas Aquinas of our age," while Time Magazine has singled him out as "one of the most remarkably prophetic thinkers."

Big treat for everybody tonight:

"It's International Buffet"

by Joe de Long

The Notre Dame Food Services invites you and your friends for an "international buffet" on Wednesday, November 10, from five p.m. to six thirty p.m. at the North and South Dining Halls.

The presentation includes a demonstration illustrating a variety of authentically national foods from twelve different countries. All are authentic national foods. The appetizers include Chum Kani (shrimp Egg rolls—a Chinese dish) served chilled, bean sprouts, onions, shrimp, and seasonings, all batter fried and served with a hot mustard dip. The dining halls will also serve Tacos and an antipaste tray of cheese cubes, salami, onions, vegetables, pepper, carrots, celery and cocktail franks.

The entrées will be Fisch (fresh halibut steak) in Fickenser Sauce (Germany), Murgi Masala (Chicken Curry) from India, Seafoods (fresh fried shrimp, scallops and Vegetables Tempura (from the Japanese formulae); Pork Adoba (from the Philippines) and Kielbasa (sauce) from Poland.

Other countries represented by their national dishes will be Syria with Salat Khodar, a salad of lettuce, tomatoes, onion, and cucumber slices in olive oil; Greece: Baklava, a dessert of thin-layered dough with nuts; Israel: Halvah, candied, and Holland: Chocolate Nuts Tart (nut cake).

The lecture-seminar is a straightforward exposition of Teilhard's text, without interpretation or commentary or any attempt to relate it to any school of scientific, political, or religious opinion.

Members of the committee include: Robert Baintner, Ph.D., director; Laura Keile, and director; Charles Geertz, nuclear engineer; Ben Lizardi, art director; and Ernest Tamminga, sociologist.

Teilhard, renowned among scientists for his paleontological contributions, died in New York City in 1955. During his lifetime, his writings were suppressed by his church, but since the publication of The Phenomenon of Man, his controversial theories have gained wide circulation throughout the world. Life Magazine described him as "the St. Thomas Aquinas of our age," while Time Magazine has singled him out as "one of the most remarkably prophetic thinkers."
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